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Abstract: During the operation of a Pelton turbine, the centerline of the nozzle jet may deviate from
the bucket pitch circle due to the low installation and maintenance accuracy, which will reduce the
operating efficiency and the stability of the turbine and even cause severe vibrations and damages.
Based on the VOF (Volume of Fluid) two-phase flow model and the SST k-ω turbulence model, the
flow characteristics of a Pelton turbine were simulated with the nozzle jet deviating from the bucket
pitch circle. The pressure pulsation inside the bucket and the force distribution of the runner were
obtained, the turbine oscillation and efficiency were measured before and after the jet deviation, and
the effects of the radial and axial deviations on the stability and efficiency of the Pelton turbine were
analyzed. The results show that both the radial and axial deviations of the jet cause a significant
increase in the axial force and the pressure pulsation amplitude of the turbine; the radial and tangential
forces on the runner are slightly reduced; the maximum axial force on the runner is increased by
4 times and 2 times, respectively, after the axial and radial deviations within the maximum value
allowed by the industry standard; and the efficiency of the turbine is reduced by 0.4% and 0.3%,
respectively. The maximum relative amplitude of pressure pulsation in the radial offset case appears
in the center of the bucket blade, while the axial offset case causes uneven pressure distribution on
both sides of the diverter blade, uneven force on the bucket blade of the runner, and fatigue damage.
By comparing the operation of the runner under the two offset cases, we can find that the axial offset
of the jet has a greater impact on the stability of the runner than the radial offset, and the unit is more
prone to vibration, increasing the risk of the unit lifting.

Keywords: Pelton turbine; jet; deviation; stability; efficiency

1. Introduction

Turbine stability is a complex and comprehensive problem, which involves hydraulic,
mechanical, electrical and many other aspects, among which the imbalanced flow in the
turbine is the main factor affecting the hydraulic vibration. Therefore, in recent years,
scholars have adopted the numerical simulation method to study the internal flow and
stability of Pelton turbines with a complex flow. Avellan F et al. [1] used the VOF multiphase
flow model to verify the accuracy of this method in calculating the jet flow and the water
film flow on the surface of the bucket. Christian Vessaz et al. [2] simulated the internal
flow of the Pelton turbine through the Finite-Volume Particle Method (FVPM) and VOF
(Volume of Fluid) models and tracked the pressure changes on the surface of the bucket.
Kvicinsky et al. [3] studied the pressure distribution inside the bucket by immobilizing it.
You J et al. [4] adopted the VOF two-phase flow model and the DOF dynamic grid method
to simulate the influence of the runaway process of a Pelton turbine on the unit operating
stability and efficiency. Santoli A et al. [5] conducted a numerical study on the interaction
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between the jet flow and the bucket in a Pelton turbine and analyzed the influence of
the jet shape on energy loss and operation efficiency of the turbine. Panagiotopoulos
A et al. [6] adopted the Euler grid method to simulate the flow in a runner and found
that there was a high-pressure area when the back of the bucket cut into the jet. They
believed that the jet flows out of the prior bucket may strike the back of the trailing edge
of the succeeding bucket, which would hinder the rotation of the bucket and reduce the
hydraulic performance of the bucket. Xiao YX et al. [7] used CFX software to analyze the
variation pattern of the unsteady free-surface flow state and the torque with the rotation
of the bucket, and they studied the interaction between the back of the bucket and the jet.
Through comparative analysis of the experimental and simulation results, Perrig A [8–10]
studied the flow condition on the free surface inside the bucket, compared the pressure
fields and torques in five different areas on the leading face of the bucket and found the
area with the maximum load. At the same time, they analyzed the internal flow pattern,
the water film thickness and the pressure distribution of the bucket under stable operating
conditions. Gupta V et al. [11] conducted multiphase flow analysis on Pelton turbines;
estimated the turbine efficiency, blade load, velocity and gas–liquid distribution in the
bucket under different working conditions; and found that the mesh size, turbulence model
and time step have important effects on the accuracy of the transient multiphase flow
simulation. Zoppe B et al. [12] analyzed the pressure distribution, torque change and
internal flow pattern of the leading face of the bucket through a jet striking experiment
and numerical simulation of a fixed bucket, and they optimized the bucket through flow
analysis on the edge and notch of the fixed bucket. Zeng C et al. [13] simulated the entire
flow path in a prototype four-nozzle Pelton turbine under three water heads and found
that the pressure pulse on the bucket surface pulsates with the spreading of the water
sheet flow and takes up 10–25% water energy. They also found there is a potential for
interference between two adjacent jets if the water head or the angle between the two jets
decreases. Xiao Y et al. [14–16] analyzed the hydraulic mechanism of the water film on
the free surface of the runner bucket and the influence of the surface roughness on bucket
rotation and cavitation by comparing the simulated and tested results under different unit
flow rates. The studies of Mack R et al. [17] and Rachel Zidonis A [18] show that in the
process of a jet being cut by a bucket, the jet being pushed back by the leading face of
the bucket may strike the back of the adjacent bucket, which may cause jet interference,
which would decrease the power capacity of the jet and thus affect the turbine performance.
Egusquiza M et al. [19] analyzed the vibration characteristics measured before, during
and after the damage and conducted a test study on the runner by using modal analysis
technology (EMA). They found that if the jet flow was not aimed, the dynamic stress
distribution would increase at the bucket side, and the maximum stress was located at the
crack. Xiao Yexiang et al. [20] used the VOF model to analyze the flow state of the Pelton
turbine jet, dynamically analyzed the change in the free jet, and found that the free jet
exhibits a serious interference phenomenon. Chen Zhu et al. [21] simulated the unsteady
gas–water two-phase flow in the internal flow field of the turbine, including the runner,
nozzle, casing, cover, etc., and analyzed the reasons for the decline in turbine efficiency.
Han Fengqin et al. [22] adopted the animation analysis method to analyze the unsteady
flow of the Pelton turbine and discussed the factors affecting the stable operation of the
turbine. Jung IH et al. [23] studied the influence of an eccentric injection needle on the jet
mass of a Pelton turbine, and they found that pressure deviation and jet velocity imbalance
caused by the eccentricity are the main reasons for jet diffusion. Huang et al. [24] studied
the eccentric operation condition of the needle through numerical simulation, and they
concluded that jet eccentricity increases with the eccentricity of the needle and the eccentric
jet presents an asymmetric phenomenon. Meanwhile, the eccentric operation leads to
an efficiency drop in the injector and the increasing of energy loss. Petley S et al. [25]
conducted a three-dimensional CFD numerical simulation of the interaction between the jet
and the runner of a double-nozzle horizontal Pelton turbine, and they found that there was
an optimal combination to maximize the operating efficiency of the turbine by changing
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the angle of the nozzle and the needle. Hahn et al. [26] conducted numerical simulations of
flow losses and secondary flows in the turbine flow tube and verified that the K-w shear
stress transport model predicts head losses and secondary flows with high accuracy. It is
also proposed that when the fluid turbulence intensity is below 4%, the secondary flow in
the upstream of the distribution loop pipe increases significantly.

During the operation of a Pelton turbine, the centerline of the nozzle jet may be
deviated from the pitch circle of the runner bucket due to the lack of installation and
maintenance accuracy, which will reduce the operational stability and efficiency of the
turbine and cause severe vibration and damage to the unit in serious cases, resulting in
safety accidents. In this paper, the radial and axial deviations of the jet centerline from the
pitch circle of the bucket in the Pelton turbine of Jiniu Hydropower Station were simulated
to study the internal flow and the pressure pulsation of the runner bucket, and the turbine
oscillation and efficiency were measured to analyze the influence of the jet deviation on the
stability and efficiency of the Pelton turbine.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Two-Phase Flow Model

The internal flow of a Pelton turbine is a gas–liquid two-phase flow, and the VOF
model was used to analyze the complex gas–liquid two-phase interface problems. The
basic equations of the VOF model are as follows [27]:

ρ = Cρw + (1 − C)ρa (1)

µ = Cµw + (1 − C)µa (2)

where ρ is the mix fluid density; ρw is the water density; ρa is the gas density; µ is the mix
fluid viscosity; µw is the water viscosity; µa is the gas viscosity; C is the volume fraction of
the liquid phase; 1 − C is the volume fraction of the gas phase; and the sum of the volume
fraction of the gas phase and the liquid phase is 1. C = 1 means all the fluid is in the liquid
phase, C = 0 means all the fluid is in the gas phase, and 0 < C < 1 means the gas and the
liquid phases coexist.

2.2. Basic Control Equations

The gas phase is air in the flow through a Pelton turbine. The water phase and gas
phase are usually considered as incompressible Newtonian fluid, so the basic control
equations for the internal flow of the turbine are

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (3)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

+ v
∂2ui

∂xj∂xj
+ fi (4)

where u is the velocity; x is the coordinate; t is the time; p is the pressure; ν is the kinematic
viscosity; f is the mass force; and subscripts i and j are the tensor coordinates.

2.3. Turbulence Model

In order to verify the effects of different turbulence models on the impact turbine,
numerical simulations are performed for all three turbulence models: Standard k-ε, RNG
k-ε and SST k-ω. The simulation results are shown in Table 1 below:
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Table 1. Comparison of different turbulence models.

Turbulence Model Computational
Efficiency (%) Rated Efficiency (%) Relative Error (%)

Standard k-ε 81.66 91.79 −11.04
RNG k-ε 88.93 91.79 −3.12
SST k-ω 90.98 91.79 −0.88

Comprehensive analysis of the above table shows that the turbulence model has the
smallest relative error using the SST k-ω model, and it also verifies the accuracy of the
numerical simulation.

The SST k-ω model combines the advantages of the k-ω and the k-ε turbulence models,
using the k-ω model in the boundary layer and switching to the k-ε model in the free shear
flow away from the wall [28]. The SST k-ω model was used here.

The turbulent kinetic energy k equation is as follows:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
∂(ρkui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

(
Γk

∂k
∂xj

)
+ Gk − Yk + Sk (5)

The dissipation rate ω equation is as follows:

∂(ρω)

∂t
+

∂(ρωui)

∂xi
=

∂

∂xj

(
Γω

∂ω

∂xj

)
+ Gω − Yω + Sω + Dω (6)

where Γk = µ + µt
σk

, Γω = µ + µt
σω

, µt is the turbulent eddy viscosity, σk and σω are the turbu-
lent Prandtl numbers of k and ω, respectively, σk = (1 − 0.15F1)−1, σω = (0.856 − 0.356F1)−1,
and F1 is the value of the wall function; Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy k-generating

term, Gk = µtS2, S =
√

2SijSij, Sij =
1
2

(
∂uj
∂xi

+ ∂ui
∂xj

)
; Gω is the ω-generating term, Gω = ρGk

µt
;

Yk and Yω are the effective dispersion terms of k and ω, respectively, Yk = 0.09 ρkω,
Yω = (0.0828 − 0.0078F1) ρkω2; Sω and Sk are the user-defined source terms; and Dω is the
orthogonal dispersion term, Dω = 2.336(1 − F1)

ρ
ω

∂k
∂xj

∂ω
∂xj

.

3. Water Model and Boundary Conditions of the Computational Domain
3.1. Establishment of Three-Dimensional Water Model of Overflow Components

The Pelton turbine contains structures such as the needle, the nozzle, and the bucket.
In order to ensure the accuracy of the runner flow and the force calculation, it is necessary
to establish the water domain and the air domain models of the Pelton turbine. This study
was based on the vertical Pelton turbine of Jiniu Hydropower Station in Geshizha River,
Sichuan Province, China. According to the turbine design information provided by the
station, the 3D computational domain (including the water domain of the injector, the
rotating domain of the runner and the stationary domain) of the turbine was established.
The basic design parameters of the turbine are listed in Table 2, and the 3D model of the
computational domain is shown in Figure 1.

Table 2. Basic design parameters of the turbine.

Name and Unit Value Name and Unit Value

Number of nozzles 6 Rated speed nr (rpm) 300
Jet diameter d (mm) 258 Rotor pitch circle diameter D1 (mm) 2890

Rated flow Qr (m3/s) 30.14 Maximum width of bucket B (mm) 890.4
Rated head Hr (m) 457 Maximum width inside the bucket W (mm) 835

Rated output Pr (MW) 123 Number of buckets 21
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efficiency, as listed in Table 3. Scheme ⅲ was selected as the computational grid model 
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million meshes in the rotating domain. Based on the focus area of this study being the 
spray needle and water bucket surface, the y+ value range of the grid model of Scheme ⅲ 

Figure 1. Three-dimensional water diagram of the Pelton turbine computational domain.

The physical radial upward deviation of the centerline of the nozzle jet from the bucket
pitch circle was defined as the offset S1. The deviation toward the outer edge of the bucket
was defined as +S1, and the deviation toward the axis of the bucket was defined as −S1, as
shown in Figure 2a. The physical axial upward deviation was defined as the offset S2, as
shown in Figure 2b, which is actually the deviation towards both sides of the splitter. Since
the two cups of the Pelton bucket are symmetrical along the splitter, the axial deviation
has no effect on the results, so the downward deviation was chosen here. S1 and S2 are the
maximum physical offsets of the studied turbine as allowed by the industry standards 29:
S1 = 5.78 mm and S2 = 4.425 mm.
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3.2. Computational Meshing and Irrelevance Validation

An unstructured poly-hexcore composite mesh was used to grid the computational
domain of the geometric model, and its grid-independence was verified with the goal of
efficiency, as listed in Table 3. Scheme iii was selected as the computational grid model with
6.98 million meshes in the nozzle, the air domain and the static domain and 5.14 million
meshes in the rotating domain. Based on the focus area of this study being the spray needle
and water bucket surface, the y+ value range of the grid model of Scheme iii in the focus
study area is 10~100, which basically meets the requirements of the SST k-ω turbulence
model for grid quality. The geometric model local grid division is shown in Figure 3.

Table 3. Grid-independent verification.

Scheme Number of
Grids

Calculated
Efficiency (%)

Rated Efficiency
(%) Relative (%)

i 7,860,000 82.67 91.79 −9.94
ii 10,210,000 89.76 91.79 −2.21
iii 12,120,000 91.33 91.79 −0.50
iv 14,030,000 91.59 91.79 −0.22
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3.3. Boundary Condition Setting

The boundary conditions were set according to the flow conditions of the rated
operating conditions of the Pelton turbine in Jiniu Hydropower Station. The finite-element
volume method is used to discretize the control equations, the pressure-based solver is
used, and the SIMPLEC algorithm, which has a fast computational convergence, is used
for the calculation. The inlet boundary condition was set as the velocity inlet, the outlet
boundary condition was set as the pressure outlet, and the cylindrical jet velocity at the
nozzle was 93.22 m/s (the jet velocity coefficient was 0.985). The rotor was set up by using
the moving wall as the interface with the rotating domain. The Transient Rotor Stator
model was used to transfer information between the rotating domain and the stationary
domain, and the standard wall function was used in the near-wall area. Each rotation of
the rotor was chosen as one time step, the calculation time step was set as 0.000556 s, and
the total calculation time was 1 s.

4. Flow Calculation and Stability and Efficiency Analysis

Under the rated operating conditions of the Pelton turbine in Jiniu Hydropower
Station, four operating conditions of PY0 (no deviation), PY+ (deviating 5.78 mm towards
the outer edge of the runner), PY− (deviating 5.78 mm towards the axis line of the runner)
and PYZ (deviating 4.425 mm towards the axis) were studied [29]. The VOF multiphase
flow model, the SST k-ω turbulence model and the SIMPLEC algorithm were used to
calculate the flow characteristics and the forces on the turbine, and the influence of the jet
deviation on the stability and efficiency of the turbine was analyzed.

4.1. Effect of Deviation on the Internal Flow of the Bucket

This Pelton turbine has six nozzles, and the angles covered by the individual nozzle
jets are from 0◦ to 60◦. The calculation results show that the flow pattern of the water film
and the pressure distribution on a single bucket are periodic and are related to the number
of nozzles. In the numerical calculation, the position where the individual jet just touches
the splitter was chosen as the starting position of the bucket rotation, and θA was the bucket
rotation angle (defined as the angle between the splitter of an individual bucket and the
starting position of the bucket rotation at different moments), as shown in Figure 4. Three
adjacent buckets, Buc1, Buc2 and Buc3, were selected at every 10◦ interval of θA to analyze
the formation of the water film and the pressure distribution on the leading face of the
bucket after the jet deviation.
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The jet flow states and the volume fractions of the water phase on the pitch circle plane
under four conditions of PY0, PY+, PY− and PYZ with different bucket rotation angles are
shown in Figure 5. The dark blue part is the gas phase, the red part is the water phase, and
the light blue transparent part is the flow isosurface. The three buckets are defined as Buc1,
Buc2 and Buc3 from top to bottom, and the flow state of Buc2 is mainly discussed here. As
can be seen from Figure 4, the volume fraction distribution of water on the leading face of
the bucket changes with the rotation angle of the bucket. When θA = 0◦ (60◦), the jet strikes
the tip of the splitter, the water film develops from the splitter to the root of the leading
face and to both sides of the trailing edge, and the water film thickness is low at the pitch
circle. When θA is from 20◦ to 40◦, the jet develops from the tip of the splitter to its middle,
and the water film thickness also increases. When θA = 40◦, the jet vertically strikes the
splitter, the water film thickness at the pitch circle reaches the maximum, and the undesired
phenomenon of “back interference” can be observed at the back of the bucket. A negative
pressure area can be observed near the trailing edge under all four deviation conditions,
and the jet leaving the trailing edge of Buc3 will strike the back of the trailing edge of Buc2.
It can also be seen in the PY0 condition at θA = 40◦, and the jet interference phenomenon of
the former bucket will be brought about due to the vertical striking of the bucket splitter.
This interference may cause cavitation, damage the bucket and reduce the stability and
efficiency of the Pelton turbine.

The pressure distribution clouds on the leading face of Buc2 at different rotation angles
after jet deviation are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that when the jet is radially deviated,
it is still equally divided by the splitter, but there is a slight difference in the time when
the jet enters the bucket surface, and the jet under PY+ enters the bucket later than it does
under PY0. When θA = 20◦, after the axial deviation (deviating towards the right of the
bucket splitter, as shown in Figure 6), the pressure distribution on both sides of the splitter
is uneven, and the high-pressure area is larger on the side towards which the jet is deviated,
which will cause fatigue damage to the leading face of the bucket if the power station has
operated under this condition for a long time.
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The streamlines and vectors at different rotation angles after the jet deviation are
shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that at the stage of striking the leading face of the bucket,
the location of the jet strikes on the bucket will move from the notch to the root. When the
jet is deviated, the water film in the bucket diffuses the fastest under PY− and the slowest
under PY+, while the PYZ condition has almost no effect on the rate of water film formation.
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When θA = 0◦ (60◦), the jet starts to enter the leading face of the bucket from the tip of
the splitter. When compared with the condition without deviation, it can be seen that the
jet under PY− is the first to enter the bucket, and the high-velocity area on both sides of the
splitter is the largest; the jet under PY+ is the last to enter the bucket, and the high-velocity
area is distributed at the tip of the splitter and is equally divided by the splitter. With
the rotation of the rotor, the water film gradually spreads from the splitter to the root of
the bucket. Under PYZ, the velocity distribution of the flow on both sides of the splitter
appears to be unevenly distributed, but the axial deviation of the jet does not affect the
velocity of the water film formation in the bucket.

When θA = 20◦, the streamlines cover the whole surface of the bucket and gradually
spread from the splitter to the edge of the leading face. As the runner rotates, the water
film will cover most of the leading face of the bucket. Under PYZ, the uneven distribution
of the jet on both sides of the splitter gradually decreases, the flow state on the leading face
of the bucket is stable, and the jet moves along the splitter towards the direction of the axis.

When θA = 40◦ and under PY−, the water film streamlines formed after the jet enters
the bucket first flow into the bottom of the bucket and then flow out from the trailing edge
near the root of the bucket, while under PY+, the velocity of the water film flowing through
the bottom of the bucket is slow. Therefore, the radial deviation of the jet will affect the
diffusion rate of the water film on the bucket at the leading face. Under PYZ, the diffusion
rate of the water film in the bucket is lower than that under PY0, and the streamlines inside
the bucket change slightly with uneven distribution on both sides of the bucket, which
reduces the operating stability of the runner.
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4.2. Effect of Deviation on the Forces on the Runner

The effect of deviation on the forces on the runner was studied by monitoring the forces
in the axial z, radial r and tangential τ directions during operation. The data within one
cycle after the calculation converges and stabilizes were used for analysis. The oscillation
and efficiency of the turbine were measured. The calculated and measured results under
the four conditions of PY0, PY+, PY− and PYZ are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Calculated forces on the runner and measured turbine oscillation and efficiency.

Operating Conditions Direction Calculated Maximum
Value (N) Measured Value Early Warning Value

PY0
z 2003 Vibration 5 µm 30 µm
r 4954 Oscillation 352 µm 400 µm
τ −2,912,600 Efficiency 91.79%

PY−
z 5588 Vibration 14 µm 30 µm
r 3457 Oscillation 273 µm 400 µm
τ −2,903,990 Efficiency 91.46%

PY+
z 6555 Vibration 17 µm 30 µm
r 4331 Oscillation 328 µm 400 µm
τ −2,906,220 Efficiency 91.52%

PYZ
z −11,057 Vibration 28 µm 30 µm
r 3705 Oscillation 287 µm 400 µm
τ −2,901,000 Efficiency 91.37%

4.2.1. Effect of Radial Deviation on the Forces on the Runner

The variations in forces on the runner in directions of z, r and τ under the conditions
of PY0, PY+ and PY− are shown in Figure 8. The results in Figure 8 and Table 4 show that
the forces on the runner in all three directions have an irregular oscillation. After the radial
deviation, the maximum force on the runner axis in the z direction increases significantly.
The maximum axial force on the runner increases by 2.27 times under PY+ when compared
with that under PY0, and the axial force under PY− increases by 1.79 times, indicating
that the radial deviation has a great effect on the axial vibration of the turbine, increasing
the risk of the turbine lifting. The maximum force in the radial r direction of the runner
is reduced, the radial force under PY+ is 12.58% less than that under PY0, and the radial
force under PY− is 30.22% less than that under PY0, indicating that the radial deviation of
the jet reduces the radial oscillation of the runner. The effect of jet deviation on the forces
in the tangential τ direction is small, the tangential force under PY+ is 0.22% lower than
that under PY0, and under PY−, it is 0.3% lower than that under PY0. However, since
the tangential force is related to the runner torque, its reduction will affect the output and
efficiency of the turbine. The test results show that the radial deviation of the jet leads to a
reduction in the efficiency of the turbine, which is 0.27% under PY+ and 0.33% under PY−.
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Figure 8. Variation in forces with time in the z, r and τ directions under radial deviation.
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4.2.2. Effect of Axial Deviation on the Forces on the Runner

The variations in forces on the runner in the directions of z, r and τ under the conditions
of PY0 and PYZ are shown in Figure 9. The results in Figure 9 and Table 4 show that the
forces on the runner in all three directions also have an irregular oscillation. After the axial
deviation, the axial forces on the runner increase significantly, while both the tangential
and the radial forces decrease. The maximum axial force on the runner under PYZ is about
four times larger than that under PY0, indicating that the axial deviation of the jet has a
larger effect on the axial force than the radial deviation and has a larger effect on the axial
vibration of the turbine. The radial force on the runner under PYZ is reduced by 25% when
compared with that under PY0, indicating that the radial deviation of the jet can reduce
the radial oscillation of the turbine. The impact of the axial deviation on the force in the
tangential τ direction of the runner is also small, decreasing by 0.4%. However, compared
with the radial deviation, the tangential force is reduced more under the axial deviation,
indicating that the turbine output and efficiency are also reduced more, i.e., the jet axial
deviation has a larger effect on the turbine output and efficiency. The test results show that
the turbine efficiency is reduced by 0.42% after the jet axial deviation.
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4.3. Effect of Deviation on Runner Pressure Pulsation

Two dimensionless numbers, pressure coefficient Cp and relative amplitude of pressure
pulsation ∆H/H, were defined to quantify the intensity of pressure pulsation in Pelton
turbines. The expressions are as follows:

∆H
H

=
pumax − pumin

ρgH
(7)

Cp =
pu − pref

ρgH
(8)

where ∆H is the peak value of pressure pulsation; Cp is the dimensionless pressure coef-
ficient; pu is the pressure corresponding to point u; pref is 1 atm; H is the head; and pumax
and pumin are the maximum and minimum values of pressure at point u, respectively.

In order to observe the pressure pulsation inside the turbine runner, monitoring points
were set at equal intervals of 100 mm on the leading face and the splitter of the bucket. The
monitoring points were also set at equal intervals on the back of the bucket to observe the
influence of the flow interference phenomenon on the pressure pulsation at the back of the
splitter. The monitoring points for the radial deviation were set as G1 to G8, F1 to F7 and
B1 to B3, while for the axial deviation, the monitoring points G9 to G13 were added. A
schematic diagram of the monitoring point arrangement is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Location of monitoring points for pressure pulsation on the runner bucket.

In order to analyze the pressure pulsations at different monitoring points under
different deviation conditions, the data with a calculated duration of one rotation cycle
from 0.8 s to 1.0 s were used for analysis. The relative magnitudes of pressure coefficients
and pressure pulsations in one rotation cycle for the bucket under four conditions are listed
in Table 5.

Table 5. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsations at monitoring points.

Parameters Condition G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12

Average Cp

PY0 0.0336 0.0696 0.1025 0.1197 0.0814 0.042 0.0143 0.0352 0.0361 0.117 0.0141 0.1023
PY− 0.0425 0.0774 0.1065 0.1248 0.0971 0.0474 0.0807 0.0426
PY+ 0.0751 0.0831 0.1089 0.1281 0.1011 0.0527 0.0849 0.0466
PYZ 0.0226 0.0721 0.1026 0.1184 0.0889 0.0402 0.1049 0.0633 0.0911 0.1324 0.1172 0.116

∆H/H
(%)

PY0 7.77 10.87 18.41 21.61 19.11 13.19 9.71 6.3 17.01 24.05 19.72 18.58
PY− 9.67 12.08 19.06 23.55 21.47 15.02 14.81 7.29
PY+ 14.16 13.65 19.28 24.04 22.53 16.7 15.47 7.76
PYZ 5.80 9.89 19.28 23.59 21.18 14.22 21.24 14.12 17.69 25.19 24.36 20.52

Parameters Condition G13 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 B1 B2 B3

Average Cp

PY0 0.0811 0.0369 0.0413 0.0560 0.1181 0.0322 −0.0003 0.0002 −0.0171 −0.0043 −0.0004
PY− 0.0458 0.0456 0.0942 0.1208 0.0413 −0.0005 0.0004 −0.0226 −0.0061 −0.0005
PY+ 0.0469 0.0473 0.0987 0.1231 0.0444 −0.0006 0.0005 −0.0256 −0.0067 −0.0006
PYZ 0.1012 0.0700 0.0493 0.0958 0.1147 0.0448 −0.0002 0.0004 −0.0412 −0.0084 −0.0005

∆H/H
(%)

PY0 13.18 22.78 18.38 21.04 26.12 25.87 0.27 0.41 21.58 9.03 0.26
PY− 24.63 19.72 23.91 28.6 29.45 0.45 0.54 24.93 12.58 0.37
PY+ 24.83 20.04 25.9 29.5 29.95 0.67 0.7 25.62 13.25 0.57
PYZ 23.01 34.36 22.98 27.30 28.89 32.72 0.49 0.44 36.99 20.93 0.59

4.3.1. Effect of Radial Deviation on Pressure Pulsation of the Runner

The pressure coefficients and the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at some
monitoring points on the splitter and leading face under the radial deviation are shown in
Figure 11. The results in Figure 11 and Table 5 show that the radial deviation of the jet will
aggravate the bucket pressure pulsation and increase the relative amplitude of the pressure
pulsation. The relative amplitude of pressure pulsation from the tip of the splitter to the
root of the bucket tends to increase first and then decrease, from 25% at the front of the
splitter to 0 at the root of the splitter. The radial deviations under PY+ and PY− have the
same effect on the pressure pulsation in the bucket, the center of the bucket is the main
impact area of the high-speed jet, and the radial deviation has a significant impact on the
relative amplitude of pressure pulsation in this area.
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ΔH/H 
(%) 
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Figure 11. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation on the splitter under
radial deviation.

The pressure coefficients and the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at some
monitoring points on the bucket leading face under the radial deviation are shown in
Figure 12. The results in Figure 11 and Table 5 show that the relative amplitude of pressure
pulsation on the leading face of the bucket tends to increase first and then decrease from
the inlet to the root of the bucket, and the relative amplitude of pressure pulsation is larger
in the center of the bucket. The relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation under the radial
deviation at all monitoring points are larger than those without the deviation, and they are
increased significantly near the tip of the splitter and at the root of the bucket. The relative
amplitude of pressure pulsation under PY+ is larger than that under PY−, indicating that
the pressure pulsation of the turbine is more intense when the jet is deviated towards the
outer edge of the runner.
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Figure 12. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation on the leading face
under radial deviation.
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The pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at the monitor-
ing point on the splitter at the back of the bucket under the radial deviation are shown in
Figure 13. The results in Figure 13 show that the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsations
at the back of the bucket vary linearly, with the largest at the inlet of the bucket and the
lowest at the root of the splitter. The absolute values of pressure pulsations and pressure
coefficients under the radial deviation are small, decreasing from the outer edge to the root
of the bucket, indicating that the radial deviation of the jet has little effect on the stability.
The pressure coefficients at the back of the bucket are mostly negative because there is a
concave area on the back, and a cavity area will be formed between the flow of the jet and
the back of the bucket, resulting in a negative pressure. The positive pressure at monitoring
point B1 is formed due to the striking of that point by part of the jet striking the notch of
the bucket.
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Figure 13. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation on the back of the
bucket under radial deviation.

The results also show that the pressure coefficients are positive at most monitoring
points on the leading face and the splitter and negative on the back under PY0, PY+ and
PY−. The difference between the pressure coefficients of the monitoring points does not
exceed 30% except for the monitoring point G7, but the difference in relative amplitude of
the pressure pulsation is large, especially under PY+. The relative amplitude of pressure
pulsation after the radial deviation of the jet shows an increasing trend. Compared with
the condition without deviation, the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at some
monitoring points under PY+ and PY− are increased by 60%, among which G1 monitoring
point is increased by 82.2% under PY+ and 24.5% under PY−, while G7 monitoring point
is increased by 59.3% under PY+ and 52.5% under PY−. The maximum relative amplitude
of pressure pulsation under the radial deviation occurs at the center of the bucket, which
indicates that it is closely related to the striking effect of the jet. The relative amplitude of
pressure pulsation and the pressure coefficient at all monitoring points on the bucket under
PY+ are larger, indicating that the pressure pulsation caused by PY+ is much worse.

4.3.2. Effect of Axial Deviation on the Pressure Pulsation of the Runner

The pressure coefficients and the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at some
monitoring points on the splitter of the bucket leading face under the axial deviation are
shown in Figure 14. The results in Figure 14 and Table 4 show that the pressure pulsation
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coefficient in the bucket after the jet deviation is larger than that in the case without
deviation, and the pressure coefficient in the area where the jet hits the center of the bucket
also increases because the jet is axially deviated. The pressure pulsation of the splitter is
reducing from the tip of the splitter to the root of the bucket and reaches the minimum
at the root. Therefore, the axial deviation of the jet will make the mechanical parts at the
tip of the splitter and at the center of the bucket more susceptible to fatigue damage from
jet striking.
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Figure 14. Pressure coefficient and relative amplitude of pressure pulsation at the monitoring point
of the partition edge section under axial deviation.

The pressure coefficients and the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation at some
monitoring points in the bucket leading face under the axial deviation are shown in
Figure 15. The results in Figure 15 and Table 4 show that on the leading face, the pressure
pulsation coefficient reaches to 0.25 at the location near the outlet edge of the splitter and
the center of the bucket where the jet strikes the bucket, indicating that the axial deviation
of the jet has a greater impact on the pressure pulsation in this area. The relative amplitude
of pressure pulsations is larger than that without deviation. The closer to the trailing edge
of the bucket, the larger the relative amplitude of pressure pulsation caused by the axial
deviation. After the axial deviation of the jet, the pressure pulsation in the half cup where
the jet is deviated towards the bucket is larger than that in the other half and much larger
than that without deviation.

The pressure coefficients and the relative magnitudes of pressure pulsation at the
monitoring points on the back of the bucket under the axial deviation are shown in Figure 16.
The results in Figure 16 and Table 4 show that the absolute values of the pressure pulsation
amplitude and the pressure coefficient on the back of the bucket under the axial deviation
are small, and they gradually decrease from the bucket inlet to the root of the splitter. The
pressure coefficient under the axial deviation is consistent with that without deviation,
indicating that the axial deviation of the jet has little effect on the stability of the back of the
bucket. The pressure coefficients on the back of the bucket are mostly negative because it
has a complex concave area, and when the jet starts to strike the bucket inlet, part of the
cylindrical jet will strike the back of the bucket. Due to the fast rotation speed of the bucket,
a cavity will be quickly formed between the concave area on the back of the bucket and
the cylindrical jet, which leads to the pressure reduction in the cavity and the formation
of a negative pressure area. The positive pressure area at the monitoring point B1 on the
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back of the bucket is generated by the continuous striking of the cylindrical jet on the back
of the bucket. The changes in the relative amplitude of pressure pulsation show that the
axial deviation of the jet increases the amplitude of pressure pulsation at the back of the
bucket and intensifies the pressure pulsation of the turbine, which increases the risk of
turbine lifting.
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Figure 15. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation on the leading face
under axial deviation.
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Figure 16. Pressure coefficients and relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation on the back of the
bucket under axial deviation.
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The results also show that the pressure coefficients are positive at most monitoring
points on the leading face and the splitter and negative on the back. The difference between
the pressure coefficients at most monitoring points does not exceed 20%. The difference
in the relative amplitudes of pressure pulsation is large, and the axial deviation of the jet
significantly increases the relative amplitude of the pressure pulsation. Compared with
the condition without deviation, the relative amplitude of pressure pulsation is increased
by 14.7% at monitoring points G7 and G11 and by 74.6% at monitoring point G13. When
the jet is axially deviated, the cylindrical jet is deviated towards the right cup as shown
in Figure 11, and the cylindrical jet is not equally divided by the splitter, resulting in a
higher relative amplitude of pressure pulsation and more intense pressure pulsation in the
right cup. As affected by the reduced flow, the relative amplitude of the pressure pulsation
on the left cup is reduced. The uneven pressure distribution between the left and right
cups will lead to an uneven force on the bucket, increasing the oscillation of the runner
in the axial direction, causing vibration of the turbine and leading to fatigue damage of
the bucket.

5. Conclusions

The VOF multiphase flow model, the SST k-ω turbulence model and the SIMPLEC
algorithm are used to calculate the internal flow and analyze the influence on turbine
stability and efficiency of the phenomenon of jet deviation from the centerline in the Pelton
turbine in Jiniu Hydropower Station. The influence of the jet deviation on the stability and
efficiency of the turbine is analyzed through comparing the flow characteristics, the force
conditions, the relative amplitude of pressure pulsation and the time domain characteristics
of the pressure pulsation. The following results are obtained:

(1) A negative area will be formed on the area near the trailing edge of the bucket after
the jet deviation, and the phenomena of “back interference” and “jet interference”
appear at the same time, which are the main factors causing the decrease in turbine
efficiency. The jet deviation affects the flow pattern inside the bucket, which affects
the formation of water film and the diffusion rate on the surface of the bucket.

(2) The jet deviation will affect the time of the jet entering the bucket. In the case of radial
deviation, the axial force increases by about 2 times and the tangential force decreases
by 0.25%. In the case of axial deviation, the axial force of the runner increases 4 times
and the tangential force decreases by 0.4%. Since the tangential force is related to the
runner torque and directly affects the output of the turbine, the test results show that
the occurrences of the radial and axial deviations reduce the turbine efficiency by 0.3%
and 0.4%, respectively. This indicates that the effect of axial offset on runner operation
is greater than the effect of radial offset on it.

(3) The relative amplitude of pressure pulsation after radial deviation shows an increasing
trend compared with that without deviation, the relative amplitudes of pressure
pulsation at some monitoring points increase by 60%, and the maximum relative
amplitude of pressure pulsation appears in the center of the bucket, which is closely
related to the striking effect of the jet. The relative amplitude of pressure pulsation
in the case of jet deviation towards the outer edge of the runner increases more than
that in the case of deviation towards the runner center, indicating that the pressure
pulsation of the turbine will be more intense when the jet is deviated to the outer edge
of the runner.

(4) The axial deviation of the jet causes an uneven pressure distribution on both sides
of the splitter and an uneven force on the bucket, the relative amplitude of pressure
pulsation of the turbine increases significantly, the axial force and axial oscillation of
the runner increase, and the bucket is susceptible to vibration and fatigue damage.
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